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TESTED BY MIDGE

FEATURES
• 260WATT
• ADJUSTABLE 13MM
FILE ARM
• QUICK TENSION SYSTEM
• VARIABLE SPEED
CONTROL

Silverline

Power Belt File
A power file is one of those strange tools
you never think you really need until you
try one out. Then you realise you can’t
actually live without one.
Designed to squeeze into the places that
others just won’t reach (and get through
material a damn sight faster than normal
sanders or hand files), everyone should
have one in their life – it really is that simple.
On the face of it, this can seem like a really
specialist item with very few real world uses,

but nothing can be further from the truth.
In fact, you’ll be pleasantly surprised at the
sheer amount of jobs you can tackle with
one of these in your toolbox.
Of course, I speak directly from
experience. We’ve used similar contraptions
for everything from grinding through
kerbed metal while refurbishing wheels and
crafting MDF and fibreglass audio installs,
to – my personal favourite – fettling rear
bumpers to take bigger exhausts. I’ve lost

count of the amount of times we’ve had to
do that on FC project cars!
The main objectives with any tool of
this kind are usually versatility and time
saving. But Silverline have thrown one more
thing into the mix with theirs – a price that
just can’t be ignored.

PRICE: £25.20 (RRP)

www.silverlinetools.com

IN THE BOX…

It really is amazing what you get here for 25 quid. I can’t actually find another half-decent
quality power file anywhere near that – most are easily two or three times the cost. The whole
package feels reassuringly solid, but it’s great to see this one far less bulky than many of the
other electric items on the market. The overall design is more akin to the big-bucks air-powered
sanders used by many a professional.
Being slimline means an ease of manoeuvrability too, but it doesn’t stop there. The sanding
arm is also adjustable to help with the inevitable awkward access you’ll come up against on
most automotive jobs.
One area where plenty of these items let themselves down is the ease with which you can
change belts, so it’s nice that they’ve addressed the problem with a great ‘Quick Tension
System’ to make everything as fast and simple as possible.
Speaking of the actual belts, you might be thinking they’re bound to be the expensive catch
(admittedly I was too). But a quick search online will reveal a five-pack will cost you less than
a couple of quid – even less if you buy in bulk.

Midge’s verdict:
An absolute bargain
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I’ve got to say, I’m thoroughly impressed with this bit of kit, especially on the
performance front. The Silverstorm’s ability to chew through metals, wood and
plastics with hardly any pressure applied is easily on par with more expensive
items (including my own-well-used version). And even when you lean on it a bit,
this one won’t be burning out anytime soon. Go careful though, it’s always worth
being gentle until you get a feel for it – with 260watts of grunt, it’s easy to sand
away like a madman and go way too far.
Silverline’s 13mm wide belt is spot on for this sort of tool – small enough
to get in all those nooks and crannies, but not so tiny that every job takes an
eternity to complete. The fact that it comes with a variable speed control is also
a nice touch, hopefully making any cock-ups far less likely.
I’m not over exaggerating (well, maybe a bit – Jules) when I say a tool like
this can make you a DIY god among men. Power files have been right up my
street since our very own Modest Matt introduced me to his a good few years
ago (he was using it for grinding off welds at the time).
Obviously I immediately went out and bought one myself and I wouldn’t say
mine is any better than this one right here. I just wish I’d got it for 25 nicker too!
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